Main view

System Status: Standby
Active Faults: No
System Pressure: 25 bar
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Panel Status: Standby

M1 MAIN ENGINE PS
M2 MAIN ENGINE SP
M3 DIESEL GENERATOR
M4 EMERGENCY GENERATOR
M5 AUX ENGINE

System pressure: 25bar
Pump Unit: Standby
Automatic Release Requet: ON
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Active alarms

- 2010-10-23, 13:18 Panel Fault
- 2010-10-23, 13:18 Hi-Fog Activated
- 2010-10-23, 13:18 Control System ON
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Event log

- 2010-10-23, 13:18 Hi-Fog Activated
- 2010-10-23, 13:18 Out Of Water
- 2010-10-23, 13:18 Fire Detection System ON (FDS)
Transfer to USB

Transfer log to USB

Transfering log to USB, please wait!

Transfer progress:

33% Completed
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Out Of Water

Pump Unit is out of water. Make sure that the feed water valve is completely open and reset the alarm if still active.

If alarm doesn’t disappear even if the valve seems to be completely open, the failure is in ball valve limit switch or its control circuit. Contact Marioff after sales for further help. Please notice that only certified electrician or Marioff service engineer is allowed to inspect electrical circuits.
Status

Communication: Ok
Ring Network: Fault

Release Panel 1
- Standby
- Fault

Mimic Panel
- Standby
- Fault

Release Panel 2
- Standby
- Fault

Pump Unit
- Activated
- Running
- Fault
- Out Of Water
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System configuration

RPC software version: 987654A

RPC software version: 65439876B

RPC configuration ID: 32987C
System clock

Set clock: HH:MM
Set date: DD:MM:YYYY

System clock
Back
Next
Increase
Decrease
Set
Warning!

You are about to download new configuration to the Release Panel. Please insert your USB device.

This operation will disable fire fighting until it’s finished. Are you sure?

Yes

No
RPC configuration validation

Validating configuration file. Do not remove USB device!

Please perform power reset when configuration is ready.